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Abstract

The mechanical behaviour of wood was studied from a micro up to a macro level. Wood is a cellular material
possessing a high degree of anisotropy. Like other cellular solids, it often exhibits a highly nonlinear stress±strain

behaviour. In the present study the mechanical properties of the cellular structure of wood are characterized and
modelled, the irregular cell shape, the anisotropic layered structure of the cell walls and the periodic variations in
density being taken into account. The continuum properties were derived by use of a homogenization procedure and
the ®nite element method. Sti�ness and shrinkage properties determined by this procedure are presented and are

compared with measured data. The constitutive properties thus determined at various structural levels can be used
in numerical simulations of the behaviour of wood in di�erent industrially related areas. One such area is that of
the re®ning process in mechanical pulp manufacture. Simulations of the deformation and fracturing of wood

specimens loaded under conditions similar to those found in the re®ning process are presented. The numerical and
experimental results obtained are compared. # 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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models; De®bration

1. Introduction

Although wood is widely used as an engineering ma-

terial, there is still a substantial lack of understanding

of its material behaviour, from a micro to macro level.

There is thus a de®nite need for an improved under-

standing of wood at a micro level and of integrating

this with knowledge of its behaviour on di�erent scales

extending up to that of structural performance.

Obtaining a more precise material description of wood

than is available today could enable the vision of

wood as a well-de®ned engineering material for indus-

trial products. Wood and timber products should have

measurable properties that are clearly de®ned with well

documented performance. The application to wood

science of modern material science and of structural

mechanical methods, particularly at the micro level,

provides the impetus for this development. This can be

seen in Fig. 1, which shows the chain extending from a

micro to a macro level together with the respective

levels of modelling. At the micro level, such important

factors as ®bre shape, cell wall thickness and micro®-

bril angle are considered. The properties of clear wood

can be described in terms of these factors, combined

with growth characteristics. Starting with the clear

wood properties and taking such log imperfections as

knots, spiral grain and the like into account, one can
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de®ne the behaviour of sawn and dried timber rather
precisely by use of proper models. Such a de®ning of

properties can be attained by use of computer simu-
lations combined with modern measuring techniques.

At the highest level, models for various engineering
products can be used to verify end-user requirements

being ful®lled.

Before the vision of wood as a well-de®ned engineer-
ing material can become a reality, much research is yet

to be carried out. There are, however, several ongoing
projects in Sweden which, with reference to Fig. 1, aim

at ®nding proper models of type A, which deals with
microstructure, up to macromodels of types C and D.

These macromodels are used to check on how well var-
ious end-user requirements are ful®lled. The most im-

portant end-user requirements for timber and wood
products tend to be the following:

. that structural elements should have enough load-
bearing capacity (strength), as illustrated by the

curved glulam beam shown in Fig. 2a [1,2];
. that timber should be su�ciently stable in shape and

dimension and not be distorted too much by vari-
ations in moisture, illustrated by the distorted beam

shown in Fig. 2b [3±5].

In the both cases shown in Fig. 2, the behaviour of

wood is strongly dependent upon its orthotropic ma-
terial properties and their distribution in space. To

obtain realistic results in analysing the structural beha-
viour of wood, selection of a proper constitutive model

and choice of the data to use for the material par-

ameters in the model are crucial. The material data for
wood is strongly in¯uenced by the type of species and

the growth conditions of the trees. This indicates that
at a macro level the material behaviour is strongly

in¯uenced by the cellular structure of wood at a micro-
level. It is thus natural to try to obtain data providing

realistic material descriptions by use of a micro±macro
modelling approach.

A typical problem for the engineer, as illustrated in
Fig. 2a, is that of wanting the structure involved to

consist of well-connected units without discontinuities

caused by damage or fracturing. Structural behaviour
characterized by a high load-bearing capacity and by

ductile (energy-consuming) behaviour at loading is
considered to be advantageous. There are a great num-

ber of industrial processes, however, in which there is
the inverse problem, that of wanting to disconnect

solid bodies into small pieces by use of such techniques

Fig. 1. Modelling chain for wood extending from ultra-structure to end-user products.

Fig. 2. Illustration of end-user requirements. (a) Load-bearing capacity of an arch beam and risk of failure. (b) Distortion of a

structural timber board subjected to moisture variation.
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Fig. 3. A re®ner for making mechanical pulp. (a) Double-disc re®ner. (b) Example of the disc pattern. (c) Loading caused by the

moving re®ner discs.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the failure process in a 5 mm high wood specimen bounded by steel grips.
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as sawing, cutting, grinding or re®ning. The technique
to be used should be as energy-e�cient as possible and

if crack planes in the material exist they should be uti-

lized. In modelling such processes, the quality of the
constitutive models employed and the material data

used play a key role in obtaining realistic results in nu-

merical simulations. One such industrial application of
great economic importance is the re®ning process in

making mechanical pulp of wood chips. This appli-

cation is also a good illustration of a challenging nu-

merical problem in a modelling scale between micro
and macro. In this type of problem the analysis often

involves the need to consider such factors as large de-

formations, plasticity, damage and fracture.

The objective in producing pulp is to separate the
wood material into individual wood ®bres and to give

them properties suitable for making paper. Pulp manu-

facturers often refer to this process as re®ning or de®-
bration. In a re®ner wood chips are fed, randomly

oriented, into the centre of two rotating discs, see Fig.

3. The chips disintegrate successively, the ®bres being

separated while moving towards the periphery of the
discs. A major drawback of the re®ning process is its

large energy consumption. If the mechanics of the pro-

cess were better understood, considerable energy could
be saved.

In order to better understand the complex loading

conditions present in the initial de®bration process, an

experimental study was carried out [6]. The test setup
and the sample dimensions were chosen in view of the

geometry of typical re®ner segments. The loading con-

ditions resembled those present in the initial de®bra-

tion process. Fig. 4 illustrates how the material can be
deformed and fractured when loaded perpendicular to

the grain. The course of the deformation and fracture
of the specimen is shown by means of a series of
photographs, together with the load-displacement

curves recorded. As can be seen, the mechanical beha-
viour of the specimen is very complex. Its behaviour is
characterized by the development of cracks and by
large volumetric changes occurring when the early-

wood (light colour) is subjected to compression. One
can also note that the properties of the latewood (dark
colour) di�er considerably from those of the early-

wood.
Numerical simulations of such processes as sawing,

planing, veneer cutting, wood chipping and re®ning

which aim at disintegrating the wooden material
require proper constitutive models. Finding such
models and properly selected data on the material par-

ameters needed is a challenging task, wood being a
highly complex material from a mechanical point of
view. Its anisotropy and inhomogeneity, as well as
elastic, plastic and fracture mechanical properties need

to be considered if numerical simulations are to be rea-
listic.

2. Microstructure of wood

The microstructure of wood is described brie¯y in
the following. For introductory reading about wood,

see Refs. [7,8]. A softwood such as spruce contains
di�erent cell types. By far the biggest part (90±95%) is
composed of long slender cells. These are oriented

nearly parallel to the axis of the stem and are about 3±
5 mm long and only about 30 mm in cross section. The
cells are often almost rectangular in cross section and

Fig. 5. Cellular structure of softwood. R, T and L denote the radial, tangential and longitudinal directions, respectively. From [9].
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have hollow centres (lumens), being closed at both

ends. The main function of these cells is to provide

mechanical support to the stem. Because of the manner
in which a tree grows and the arrangement of the

wood cells within the stem, three principal directions

are usually referred to in describing the properties of

wood. These are the longitudinal, the radial and the

tangential direction, denoted as L, R and T, respect-

ively.

The cellular structure of softwood is illustrated in

Fig. 5, showing earlywood, latewood and ray cells. At

the level of magni®cation shown, it is easy to see why

wood formed in the latter part of the growing season

di�ers in performance from that formed earlier in the

year. The latewood tissue, discernible as the darker-
coloured portion of the growth ring, is higher in den-

sity than the adjacent parts and is composed of cells of

relatively small radial diameter with thick cell walls

and small lumens. The cross section of an annual

growth ring of wood is shown in Fig. 6, in which

di�erent regions of the growth rings can be identi®ed.

Each growth ring is composed of three main regions,

earlywood, transitionwood and latewood, di�ering in

their density and thus in their mechanical properties.

In spruce, the density functions of the earlywood and

latewood can be considered as linear, whereas a para-

bolic density function is suitable for the transitionwood

[10].

The cell wall, see Fig. 7, consists mainly of the pri-

mary wall (P) and the secondary wall (S), the latter

being composed of three layers (S1, S2 and S3). The

Fig. 6. Characteristics of a growth ring of spruce. (a) Cell structure. (b) Density distribution.

Fig. 7. Schematic drawing of the layers in the cell wall.

Fig. 8. Cell structure arrangement in the radial and tangential

directions.
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middle lamellae act primarily as a bonding medium,

holding the cells together. The primary and secondary

walls can be regarded as ®bre-reinforced composites.

The layers of these walls consist of cellulose chains

located in a hemicellulose and lignin matrix forming

thread-like units called micro®brils. The cell-wall layers

di�er in their thickness, their micro®bril orientation

and the fractions of their chemical constituents. The

micro®bril angle of the S2-layer varies within the tree,

especially between juvenile and mature wood, strongly

a�ecting the mechanical properties of the wood. The

micro®bril angles in the radially and tangentially

oriented cell walls may di�er, a condition which would

also a�ect the mechanical properties. The larger micro-

®bril angles in the radial cell walls result in an increase

in radial sti�ness and a decrease in radial shrinkage.

Examining the earlywood structure, one can note that

the cell arrangement in the radial and the tangential

directions di�ers. In the radial direction, the cells are

assembled in fairly straight rows, whereas in the tan-

gential direction they lie in a much more disordered

pattern, Fig. 8. This di�erence in cell arrangement con-

tributes to making the tangential sti�ness lower than

the radial one. Moreover, the ray cells aligned in the

radial direction serve as a reinforcement, resulting in

an increase in the sti�ness of the wood structure in the

radial direction.
The features of the microstructure of wood give rise

to a complex mechanical behaviour on a larger scale.
In order to improve the linear and nonlinear constitu-
tive models available today for the various scales,

account needs to be taken of these features.

3. Introductory remarks on constitutive modelling

Numerical simulations of deformation processes in

wood require proper constitutive models. The type of
model to be chosen depends on the type of loading

and on what environmental e�ects, such as moisture
and temperature variations, which need to be con-
sidered. In the simplest case, involving small loads and

minor variations in moisture content, it may be su�-
cient to consider simply the linear elastic and moisture
induced strains. In other cases, such as of the drying

of wood, it can be necessary to also include in the
model mechanosorptive e�ects and creep [3,5]. Under
conditions of very heavy loading, such as in a de®bra-

tion process, account must be taken of large defor-
mations, plasticity and fracturing. Attending to all
these e�ects in a material such as wood, which with its
cellular structure is initially strongly orthotropic, is dif-

®cult. In this section various introductory consider-
ations concerning the constitutive modelling will be
taken up.

3.1. Elasticity

Wood is a highly anisotropic material. Because of
the manner in which a tree grows and the arrangement
of the wood cells within the stem, wood can be con-

sidered locally as an orthotropic material that pos-
sesses three principal directions. Hooke's generalized
law for an orthotropic material like wood can be writ-

ten as
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or shorter as

EEEe � Csss �2�
or as the inverse relationship

sss � DEEEe, D � Cÿ1 �3�
where EEEe is the elastic strain vector, sss the stress vector
and D the material sti�ness matrix. The parameters
EL, ER and ET are the moduli of elasticity in the three

orthotropic directions and GLR, GLT and GRT are the
shear moduli in the respective orthotropic planes. The
parameters nLR, nLT, nRL, nRT, nTL and nTR are
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Poisson's ratios. The compliance matrix is symmetric,
which implies that

nRL
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,
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,
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ER

�4�

There are thus nine independent parameters describing
the sti�ness of an orthotropic material.
The strength and sti�ness of wood are considerably

greater in the longitudinal than in the perpendicular
directions. This can be easily understood on the basis

of 90±95% of the ®bres being oriented longitudinally.
There is also a di�erence in properties between the
radial and tangential directions due to the presence of
the rays, as well as to the di�erence in cellular struc-

ture between the radial and tangential directions and
the di�erences of the orientation of the micro®brils on
the various sides of the cell. Although the elastic

moduli vary with such factors as species, growth con-
ditions, moisture content and temperature, the moduli
are generally related in terms of the following ratios

[8]:

EL:EL:EL120:1:6:1

G LR: G LT: G RT110:9:4:1

EL:GLR114:1 �5�
The sti�ness and strength properties of wood are

strongly dependent on the density, the larger the den-
sity, the higher the sti�ness and strength. This is
obvious since density is a function of the ratio of cell

wall thickness to cell diameter. Due to the large di�er-
ence in cell wall thickness between the earlywood and

the latewood, the density of wood varies considerably
over a growth ring. Due to the large di�erences in den-
sity between the earlywood and the latewood, the

mechanical properties of these two phases of growth
di�er markedly. Sti�ness and strength are considerably
higher for the latewood than for the earlywood.

3.2. Nonelastic behaviour

When wood is loaded beyond the elastic region, irre-
versible changes in the material take place. The limits
of proportionality in compression and in tension di�er

substantially. Above the limit of proportionality, wood
behaves in a highly nonlinear way, its behaviour being
in¯uenced by several factors, such as density, moisture

content, temperature and duration of loading. Fig. 9
shows typical stress±strain curves for wood in a dry
condition loaded in di�erent directions in compression
and tension. When loaded in compression, the re-

sponse for the three main directions can be character-
ized by an initial elastic region, followed by a plateau
region and ®nally a region of rapidly increasing stress.

Compression in the tangential direction gives a smooth
stress±strain curve which rises gently throughout the
plateau, whereas compression in the radial direction

tends to give a slightly irregular stress plateau and to
be characterized by a small drop in stress after the lin-
ear elastic region has been passed. The tangential and
the radial yield stresses are about equal. The yield

stress in the longitudinal direction is considerably
higher than that in the radial and tangential directions
and the plateau region is serrated.

For compression perpendicular to the grain, three
basic failure patterns can be distinguished, depending
on the orientation of the growth rings in relation to

the direction of loading, Fig. 10. For radial com-
pression, crushing failure in the earlywood zone
occurs. Tangential compression results in a buckling of

the growth rings, whereas shear failure often occurs
for loading at an angle to the growth rings.

3.3. Fracturing

Eight major cases of crack propagation in wood can
be identi®ed [11]. For each of these, fracture can occur

in three di�erent modes, mode I representing sym-
metric opening perpendicular to the crack surface,
whereas modes II and III involve antisymmetric shear

separations. Cracks in wood can arise then in 24 di�er-
ent principal manners. The resistance to crack propa-
gation is much higher across the grain than in the

other directions. The ray cells are of great importance,
since in some systems they act as crack initiators, in
others crack arrestors. Similarly to compressive loading

Fig. 9. Typical stress±strain curves for wood loaded in com-

pression in the longitudinal, radial and tangential directions

and for tension in the longitudinal direction.
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perpendicular to the grain, tensile loading perpendicu-
lar to the grain gives rise to three di�erent failure pat-

terns: tensile fracture for radial loading in earlywood;
tensile failure in the wood rays for tangential loading;
and shear failure along a growth ring when loading is

at an angle to the growth rings. At the microstructural
level, the crack propagation for mode I loading can
occur in two di�erent ways. The crack may advance

across the cell walls (cell-wall breaking), Fig. 11a, or it
may propagate between two adjacent cells close to the
middle lamellae (cell-wall peeling), Fig. 11b.

3.4. Cell structure instabilities

The behaviour of the cell structure was studied with

the aid of SEM micrographs through applying both
uniaxial and biaxial deformations to wood specimens
[12]. The load cases involved prescribed displacements

in terms of tension, compression, shear and a combi-
nation of compression and shear. It was found that
with radial compression the cell structure collapsed

due to instability, even at rather moderate applied

strains, Fig. 12a. The collapse was localized to the ®rst

cell rows of the earlywood. As the deformation process
continued, the cell structure of the earlywood contin-

ued to collapse towards the latewood, until almost all
of the earlywood cells had collapsed. Even with very

large applied deformations, however, the deformations
of the latewood were small, and no cell-wall buckling

occurred. In tensile loading, an unstable crack propa-
gation developed, the crack being found to propagate

through the cell walls of the earlywood and to then
follow a ray in the latewood, Fig. 12b. Shear loading

in the radial±tangential plane led to large deformations
in the ®rst cell rows of the earlywood but to no visible

deformations in the latewood. Failure in the form of a
shear crack developed in the boundary between early-

wood and latewood. At moderate shear strains, the
largest deformations occurred in the middle of the ear-

lywood region, Fig. 12c. Combined compression and
shear loading resulted in large localized strains in the

®rst cells of the earlywood region, without any visible
deformations in the latewood. Due to a large defor-

mation zone being formed, the material lost much of

Fig. 11. Crack propagation at the microstructural level for mode I loading [11]. (a) Cell-wall breaking. (b) Cell-wall peeling.

Fig. 10. Failure types in compression perpendicular to the grain [11]. (a) Crushing of earlywood. (b) Buckling of growth rings. (c)

Shear failure.
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its shear strength, although still retaining its compres-
sive strength, Fig. 12 d.

4. Micro±macro modelling of wood properties

Di�erent approaches to deriving the properties of
wood by modelling its cell structure have been
attempted earlier [11,13±15]. In this section, means of

determining the equivalent sti�ness and shrinkage
properties of wood through use of a micro-mechanical
approach [6,16] will be outlined. Some of the ideas pre-

sented in the earlier studies are adopted here. A hom-
ogenization method is employed in which the basic
equations are solved by use of the ®nite element
method. A scheme showing the various steps involved

in determining the equivalent properties is presented in

Fig. 13.

In the ®rst step, the equivalent properties of the

di�erent cell wall layers were calculated from the prop-

erties of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. The geome-

try of the micro®brils was simpli®ed to their being

composed of repetitive units, allowing homogenization

theory to be applied. Micro®bril models involving

di�erent fractions of the chemical constituents were
created for representing the di�erent layers of the cell

wall (Fig. 14). The equivalent properties were then

determined from these micro®bril models by use of a

homogenization approach and the ®nite element

method. Transformations of the material sti�nesses

were made so as to align the local 1-, 2- and 3- direc-

tions of the micro®bril material with the global L-, R-
and T-directions. For each layer of the cell wall, di�er-

Fig. 12. Cell structure deformations at failure under various loading conditions. (a) Compression; (b) tension; (c) shear; and (d)

combined shear and compression.
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Fig. 14. Assumed geometry of the micro®bril cross sections. (a) For the the S2- and S3-layers. (b) For the M-, P- and S1-layers.

Fig. 13. Modelling scheme.
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ent material properties were de®ned and separate

transformations corresponding to the micro®bril orien-

tation of the layers were carried out.

The second step of the modelling was to determine

the equivalent properties of the wood structure. The

modelling of the wood cell structures was approached

in two di�erent ways. One was to model real cell struc-

tures as selected from micrographs, these cell structures

being assumed to be representative of the cell struc-

tures in the wood generally. Three regions of the

growth ring were selected from micrographs as being

representative of spruce. These included one region

with a typical earlywood cell structure, one with a typi-

cal transitionwood structure and one with a typical

latewood structure, see Fig. 15. The geometrical

models obtained from the micrographs were extended

in the longitudinal direction to obtain three-dimen-

sional structures that were meshed with eight-node

composite shell elements. Such a composite formu-

lation makes it possible to de®ne several di�erent ma-

terial layers in an element [17]. The thicknesses of the

cell walls were determined from the average densities

for the respective region at 300, 450 and 1000 kg/m3

and for a cell wall bulk density of 1500 kg/m3.

Another, simpler approach that was employed was

to model the cell structure on the basis of a ®ve-par-

ameter cell structure model having properties as close

as possible to those of the real cell structure. Three-

dimensional cell structures of complete growth rings

were modelled as being composed of irregular hexago-

nal cells (Fig. 16a). The geometry of the cell structures

was based on micrographs and on microstructural

measurements. Assuming the shape of the cells as

shown in Fig. 16a, the cell structure of a growth ring

can be modelled through appropriate variations in the

parameters involved.

Knowing the variations in density over the growth

ring and the radial widths of the cells, a model of a

complete growth ring can be obtained, see Fig. 16b.

The density functions in the three regions of the

growth ring were modelled as shown in Fig. 6b. In the

earlywood region the density was assumed to show a

slight linear increase, causing the cell wall thickness to

increase slightly, whereas the radial cell width was

assumed to be constant. In the transitionwood, the

density was assumed to increase rapidly, causing the

cell wall thickness to increase accordingly and the

radial cell width to decrease. In the latewood, ®nally,

the density was assumed to increase linearly and the

cell wall thickness to likewise increase, the radial cell

width being assumed to be constant. At each side of

the cell-structure model, rays with a sti�ness equal to

that of an earlywood cell were included.

Since the models of complete cell structures of trees

or boards consisting of several growth rings become

very large, they cannot be directly modelled. However,

the average sti�ness and shrinkage properties of

growth rings with di�erent radial widths and di�erent

average densities can be determined by use of a hom-

ogenization procedure and the ®nite element method.

Parameters obtained in this way can then be used in

various analyses.

Fig. 15. Micrographs of the real cell structures (left) and the

modelled structures (right). (a) Earlywood. (b)

Transitionwood. (c) Latewood.
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5. Homogenization by use of FEM

The basic idea of homogenization is to average the

behaviour of a material of complex periodic micro-

structure through replacing the material by an equival-

ent homogeneous continuum. With the aid of a
homogenization procedure and the ®nite element

method, the constitutive global behaviour of the corre-

sponding heterogeneous material can be derived. A

material with a periodic microstructure has properties

that vary in a repetitive pattern throughout the body.

In the homogenization procedure, a representative

volume element of the material, referred to as the base

cell, is de®ned. If the material has a periodic structure,

the material can be divided into equal substructures,

the base cell being chosen as one of the periods of the

structure.

Periodic structures are to be found at di�erent levels

in wood. The cell-wall layers are composed of micro®-

brils consisting of cellulose chains in a matrix material

of hemicellulose and lignin. Everywhere in the cell wall

the micro®brils are assumed to be similar in size and

shape, forming a periodic structure. At this level the

micro®bril can be regarded as the base cell. At a higher

Fig. 16. Simpli®ed modelling of a growth ring. (a) Single-cell geometry. (b) Photographed and modelled cell structures.

Fig. 17. A periodic structure composed of two di�erent ma-

terials, Df and Dm. The representative volume element is

shown in the upper right.

Fig. 18. Two-dimensional base cell in an undeformed and a

deformed state.
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wood-structure level, a portion of the growth ring can

be regarded as a periodic structure as well.

In this section, a homogenization procedure using

the ®nite element method is described. It is used to de-
rive the equivalent smeared properties of the material

from the microstructure. The microstructure of the

body is assumed to be periodic and the material to be
composed of subcells of equal shape and identical ma-

terial properties in each subcell. A subcell can be
selected then as a representative volume element, one

that is repeated throughout the body, as shown in Fig.

17. Only certain basic features of the homogenization
method will be outlined in this paper. For further in-

formation on the subject, see Ref. [18], for example.

Each representative volume element of volume O in

the body has the same shape and same material prop-
erties Dijkl=Dijkl (x, y, z ) with respect to the local

coordinate systems. In both undeformed and deformed

con®gurations, adjacent base cells must always ®t
together at the boundaries. Moreover, for a homo-

geneous stress-®eld, cells lying far from the boundaries

are all subjected to the same loading conditions and
deform in the same manner. The possible shapes that

the cells in the undeformed and the deformed con®gur-

ations can assume are therefore con®ned in such a way
that the boundaries of opposing sides of a base cell

always possess the same shape. The two-dimensional

case in Fig. 18 shows a rectangular base cell in an
undeformed and a deformed state, together with the

material coordinates (x, y ), the displacements (u, v )

and the lengths of the sides (lx, ly ).

Due to the opposing boundary surfaces of the base
cells being identical in shape and size, the relations

between the displacements of the boundaries can be

readily established. For simplicity, it is assumed that in
an undeformed state the base cell is a right prism hav-

ing the volume O=lxlylz. The deformation state with

respect to the boundaries can then be expressed by the
matrix A,

A �

26666666664

u�lx,y,z� ÿ u�0,y,z�
lx

u�x,ly,z� ÿ u�x,0,z�
ly

u�x,y,lz� ÿ u�x,y,0�
lz

v�lx,y,z� ÿ v�0,y,z�
lx

v�x,ly,z� ÿ v�x,0,z�
ly

v�x,y,lz� ÿ v�x,y,0�
lz

w�lx,y,z� ÿ w�0,y,z�
lx

w�x,ly,z� ÿ w�x,0,z�
ly

w�x,y,lz� ÿ w�x,y,0�
lz

37777777775
�6�

The columns j in A refer to the two bounding surfaces
originally normal to the xj-direction. Since the outward

normals nj of the base cell are of opposite sign on
opposing sides, the tractions ti=sjinj are anti-periodic,
meaning that

ti�lx,y,z� � ÿti�0,y,z�

ti�x,ly,z� � ÿti�x,0,z�

ti�x,y,lz� � ÿti�x,y,0� �7�
The equilibrium equation can thus in a case with no
body forces be written as

@sji
@xj
� 0 in OOO

ti � sjinj ti anti-periodic on GGG

ui periodic on GGG �8�
over the base cell volume OOO with cyclic boundary con-
ditions on the boundary surface GGG. The weak formu-
lation of Eq. (8), in which the weighting functions are

set equal to the displacements ui, becomes�
OOO

@ui
@xj

sij dOOO �
�
GGG
uiti dGGG �9�

with use of proper boundary constraints on the displa-
cements on GGG.
If the boundary GGG is split into three parts GGG = 2GGG1

+ 2GGG2 + 2GGG3 where 2GGGj contains the two surfaces
normal to the xj-direction, Eq. (9) can be written as

�
OOO

@ui
@xj

sij dOOO �
X3
j�1

Dui

�
GGGj

ti dGGG �10�

where GGGj is one of the two surfaces normal to the xj-
direction. According to Eq. (6),

Dui � Aijlhji �11�
where the bracketed index indicates that the sum-

mation convention is not applied and where l1=lx, l2=ly
and l3=lz. Using Eq. (11) one can write Eq. (10) as�
OOO

@ui
@xj

sij dOOO � Aijlhji
�
GGGhji

ti dGGG �12�
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Still assuming the base cell to be a right prism in the
undeformed state, the average stresses (tractions) on

the boundary surfaces can be de®ned as

Bij � 1

GGGhii

�
GGGhii

tj dGGG �13�

where GGGhii refers to a surface normal to the xi-direc-
tion. Eq. (12) can then be rewritten as�
OOO

@ui
@x j

sij dOOO � OOOAijBij �14�

where the base cell volume OOO � lxlylz.

For small deformations, the average strains can be
de®ned as

�E ij � 1

2
�Aij � Aji � �15�

and, correspondingly, the average stresses as

�s ij � 1

2
�Bij � Bji � �16�

The expressions for the average strains and stresses are

then substituted into Eq. (14), yielding�
OOO

@ui
@x j

sij dOOO � OOO�E ij �s ij �17�

A linear elastic material model including moisture-
induced shrinkage is chosen here as an example of a
constitutive equation. The constitutive relations for the

base cell are then

sij � Dijkl�Ekl ÿ Es
kl� �18�

The shrinkage strains E skl can be expressed as

Es
kl � aklDw �19�

where akl are the shrinkage coe�cients and Dw is the
change in moisture content. Due to the inhomogeneous

material properties of the base cell, both Dijkl and akl
can vary markedly in space. In addition, if local cav-
ities appear in the base cell, the material sti�ness as

represented by Dijkl is set to zero. The material within
the base cell is assumed to be replaced then by an
equivalent ®ctitious material of constant sti�ness and
shrinkage properties denoted as Dijkl and �akl, respect-

ively.
With constant moisture content, the constitutive re-

lation becomes

�s ij � �Dijkl�E kl �20�

having the inverse relationship

�E ij � �Cijkl �skl �21�

A simple way of de®ning the constitutive parameters
in Eqs. (20) and (21) is to choose six elementary cases

of stress states that correspond to the respective stress
tensors24 1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

35 24 0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

35 24 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

35
24 0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

35 24 0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

35 24 0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

35 �22�

Note that, due to the unit stress value found for each
of the six cases in Eq. (22), one can identify that

�Cijkl � �E ij for k � l

�Cijkl � �Cijlk � 1

2
�E ij for k 6� l �23�

For the shrinkage parameters, the averaging can be
performed in a similar way. Prescribing for a seventh

case that skl=0 for all k and l and that Dw=1 yields
the relation

�a kl � �E kl �24�

Thus the constitutive parameters can be identi®ed on
the basis of seven elementary cases involving either

prescribed average tractions or a change in moisture
content.

5.1. Numerical example

A comparison of the irregular hexagonal cell struc-
ture model and the model based on the properties of

real cell structures was performed, ray cells being
included in both models. The elastic sti�ness and
shrinkage properties of a growth ring obtained by use

of the respective models were compared, an average
density of 400 kg/m3 and a micro®bril angle in the S2-
layer of 108, being employed. Table 1 shows the com-

parison of the two models, together with typical
measured values of spruce, as obtained from the exper-
iments reported in [10] and from literature [19,20]. A
comparison of the sti�ness values obtained shows both

models to provide results close to the measured data,
for both models the values of the elastic sti�ness par-
ameters lying the interval indicated by the measure-

ments. However, for the models as compared with the
experimental results, the radial sti�ness was found to
be somewhat higher than the other sti�ness parameters

and the di�erence between the radial and tangential
shrinkage to be smaller. This may be due to the geo-
metry or the material properties of the radial and the
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Fig. 19. Numerical simulation of cell structure deformations. (a) Sequence for pure radial compression. (b) Combined shear and

compression compared with experimental result.

Table 1

Elastic sti�ness and shrinkage parameters obtained from the two models compared with measurements

Parameter Irregular hexagonal model Model based on real structures Measurements [10,19,20]

EL (MPa) 14,300 13,200 6000±25,000

ER (MPa) 1120 1110 700±1200

ET (MPa) 556 590 400±900

GLR (MPa) 605 703 600±700

GLT (MPa) 594 555 500±600

GRT (MPa) 35.0 22.0 20.0±70.0

nLR 0.049 0.048 0.02±0.050

nLT 0.022 0.019 0.01±0.025

nRT 0.11 0.19 0.20±0.35

aL 0.00635 0.00414 0.001±0.006

aR 0.236 0.177 0.13±0.25

aT 0.294 0.194 0.25±0.40
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tangential cell walls di�ering. For further details con-
cerning the computations, see [10].

The homogenization procedure can also be used for
determining the equivalent global material properties
in the case of local buckling of the cell walls within the

growth rings. An example in which nonlinear geo-
metric e�ects have been considered is shown in Fig.
19. It is interesting to note that a phenomenon which

at a macro level best is described by a nonlinear ma-
terial behaviour is often very much dominated at a
micro level by nonlinear geometrical e�ects.

6. Constitutive modelling of wood for initial de®bration

applications

6.1. Introduction

Two main approaches to modelling the wooden ma-
terial can be taken when numerical analyses of initial

de®bration processes are to be performed. One
approach is to use continuum models based on the
average material properties. The other approach is to
develop models of the cellular microstructure in which

the individual ®bres are modelled. The latter approach
is the most general one and possesses a higher degree
of resolution. It has the disadvantage, however, of

yielding huge models which, unless very small pieces of
wood are studied, are di�cult to handle with the com-
puter resources available today. Although a continuum

modelling approach allows the deformation and frac-
turing of large wood pieces to be analysed [6], it does
not permit the deformation and fracturing of the indi-

vidual ®bres to be studied. The continuum approach
seems to be the most suitable for simulating the initial
breakdown of the wooden chips in a re®ner. At later
stages of the de®bration process, modelling at the

microstructural level is needed in order to analyse the
deformation process for the individual ®bres.
In this section a continuum modelling approach is

presented and discussed. The approach is useful in
analysing and simulating di�erent de®bration pro-
cesses, mechanical pre-treatment types, loading-mode

types, directions of loading, loading rates, etc. Some
numerical examples adopting this modelling approach
are given in Section 7.

6.2. Modelling approach

The most important conclusion to be drawn from

the experimental investigation [6] is that, in studying
initial de®bration processes account must be taken of
the inhomogeneities of the material. The experiments

clearly demonstrate there to be di�erences in mechan-
ical properties between earlywood and latewood, see
Fig. 4. These di�erences must be taken into account.

In addition, the experiment shows that the mechanical

behaviour of wood loaded perpendicular to the grain
is very complex. Characteristic of the behaviour of the
material, when it is subjected to compression, is the

development of cracks and of large volumetric changes
in the earlywood. In order to perform proper model-
ling of the initial de®bration processes, consideration

must thus be given to the following material character-
istics:

. the strong variation in the material properties within
each growth ring;

. the nonlinear inelastic response of earlywood sub-
jected to compression perpendicular to the grain;

. the fracture behaviour of the material.

The variation of the material properties is taken into

account by dividing the wood in the growth ring into
at least two zones of both earlywood and of latewood.
The earlywood zones can be further subdivided in the

radial direction into several layers that di�er slightly in
their sti�ness and strength properties. The strain local-
ization arising when earlywood is subjected to com-

pression must be captured in an adequate way.
A crushable foam model is used to model the beha-

viour of earlywood. Foams are characterized by their
ability to deform volumetrically when subjected to
compression, a deformation due to cell-wall buckling

processes in the microstructure, similar to the observed
behaviour of earlywood. In light of the increasing

structural use of foams, various constitutive models
have been developed [17,21,22]. The model employed
in this study is similar to that considered in [21] and is

based on nonassociated compressible plasticity. For
latewood it was found to be su�ciently accurate to
assume linear elastic behaviour as long as no cracks

had developed.
Fracture of the material is taken into account by use

of a ®ctitious crack model. The fracturing properties
are projected onto distinct cracking surfaces associated
with softening stress±relative displacement relations.

This ®ctitious crack model is implemented in the ®nite
element simulations by introducing special crack el-
ements between the solid elements.

There is a certain directional dependence within the
transverse plane of wood. The sti�ness ratio of the

radial to the tangential direction is normally between
about 1.5 and 2. This sti�ness ratio is based, however,
on conditions in which the material is considered as a

continuum, the di�erences between earlywood and
latewood not being taken into account.

It should be noted that the di�erences normally
observed between the radial and the tangential direc-
tions, concern only the linear elastic part of the ma-

terial behaviour and thus only before the radial cell
walls have buckled. In the present applications, in
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which earlywood is loaded far beyond the linear elastic
region, these di�erences are probably not particularly
important for the overall behaviour of the material.

This suggests that use of an isotropic foam model can
provide quite reasonable results when loading perpen-
dicular to the grain is analysed. For more arbitrary
loading conditions and loading directions orthotropic

foam models should be used, see e.g. Ref. [22]. In the
two sections that follow the foam plasticity model and
the ®ctitious crack model, respectively, are presented.

6.3. Isotropic foam plasticity model

The isotropic foam plasticity model, see e.g. [17,21]
is rather well-established. In the following, the basics
of the model as it was employed in the present study

are presented. The behaviour in the elastic region is
assumed to be linear. The yield surface is de®ned in
terms of the equivalent pressure stress p and the Mises
equivalent stress q, de®ned as

p � ÿ1
3
skk �25�

q �
��������������
3

2
SijSij

r
�26�

where sij are the components of the Cauchy stress ten-
sor and Sij are the deviatoric stress components as

given by

Sij � sij � pIij �27�

The yield surface is de®ned as

F �
���������������������������������������������������
pt ÿ pc

2
� p

�2

�
�

q

M

�2
s

ÿ pc � pt

2
� 0 �28�

where pt is the strength of the material in hydrostatic
tension and pc=pc(E

pl
vol) is the yield stress in hydro-

static compression as a function of the volumetric plas-

tic strain. M is a constant computed from the yield
stress in uniaxial compression according to

M � s0������������������������������������������������������������
ptpc=0 ÿ 1

3
s0� pt ÿ pc=0� ÿ 1

9
s20

r �29�

where s0 is the initial yield stress in uniaxial com-
pression and pc/0 is the initial value of pc. The yield cri-
terion of Eq. (28) de®nes an elliptical yield surface in

the p±q plane. The yield surface intersects the p-axis at
ÿpt and pc. The compressive strength, pc, increases
when the material is compacted, whereas pt remains

®xed throughout any plastic deformation process. The
yield surface is illustrated in Fig. 20a. In the deviatoric
plane the yield surface is a circle. The strength in

hydrostatic tension pt remains ®xed, whereas the com-
pressive strength pc evolves as a result of compaction
of the material. This is modelled by a piecewise linear
function.

Potential ¯ow is assumed, the ¯ow rule being written
as

DEpl
ij � Dl

@h

@sij
�30�

where DE pl is the plastic strain increment, Dl the plas-
tic multiplier, and h the ¯ow potential, given by

h �
������������������
9

2
p2 � q2

r
�31�

A geometrical representation of this ¯ow potential is
shown in Fig. 20b. The ¯ow potential gives a direction
of ¯ow that is identical to the stress direction for radial

Fig. 20. Characteristics of the foam model. (a) Yield surface. (b) Plastic potential surface.
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paths. Thus loading in any principal direction causes

no deformation in the other directions.

In the present study, the earlywood zone is divided

into ®ve equally thick layers di�ering slightly in their

sti�ness and strength properties. This is done to at

least partly capture the strain localization that occurs

when earlywood is loaded in compression in the radial

direction. The layers are referred to as earlywood 1±5,

earlywood 1 being the weakest layer, representing the

material formed in the early spring, and earlywood 5

being the strongest layer, representing the transition

zone. In Fig. 21a the adopted compressive response in

the form of stress±strain curves for the ®ve di�erent

earlywood layers is shown. The response for the com-

plete earlywood zone when compressed in the radial

direction is shown in Fig. 21b. In the diagrams the

strain is being de®ned as nominal strain, i.e. as the

change in length per initial length.

6.4. Nonlinear fracture model

The nonlinear fracture mechanics model employed
in this study corresponds to a ®ctitious crack model
(FCM) [6,23]. The model is easily implemented by
introducing special crack elements. The fracture of the

material is modelled by introducing two ®ctitious crack
surfaces. The distance between these surfaces is initially
zero. By introducing stresses and relative displacements

between the surfaces, the fracturing process can be
modelled in a simple and well-de®ned way.
In the following, the tensile stress and the relative

displacement normal to the fracture zone are denoted
as sn and dn, respectively, and the shear stress and

Fig. 21. Characteristics of the foam model. (a) Stress-strain curves for the ®ve di�erent earlywood layers. (b) Response of the com-

plete earlywood zone when loaded in the radial direction.

Fig. 22. Approximation of fracturing properties using bilinear stress-displacement relations. (a) Pure opening mode. (b) Pure shear-

ing mode.
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relative shear displacement as ss and ds. The fracturing

properties of the pure opening mode (mode I) and the
pure shearing mode (mode II) expressed as softening
stress-relative displacement relations, are approximated

using bilinear curves based on experimental results [6],
as shown in Fig. 22. The tensile and shear strengths
are denoted as ft and fs, respectively. The displace-

ments for which the stresses are zero, representing a
complete fracture, are denoted as dn0 and ds0, the cor-
responding breakpoints on the curves being designated

as sn1 and dn1 and as ss1 and ds1, respectively.
To model a mixed mode fracture, the coupling

between the softening properties in tension and shear-
ing must be considered. The stress components sn and

ss are here simply expressed as functions of the relative
displacements dn and ds according to

sn � sn�dn,ds� � sn�dn�
�
1ÿ ds

ds0

�m

ss � ss�dn,ds� � ss�ds�
�
1ÿ dn

dn0

�n

�32�

where sn(dn) and ss(ds) denote the material description
for the pure opening and the pure shearing mode, re-

spectively, and where m and n are mixed-mode coup-
ling parameters. For m=n=0 there is no coupling
between the tensile and the shearing behaviour.
Suitable values for m and n are in the range of 1±10.

In this study a value of 5 has been chosen for both m
and n.
For the case of compression perpendicular to the

crack plane, a Coulomb friction model is used. This
means that the shearing capacity is increased according
to

ss � ss�ds�
�
1ÿ dn

dn0

�n

�spm �33�

where sp is the contact pressure at the fracture zone
and m is the coe�cient of friction.

If the crack width does not increase monotonically,

crack closure may occur. For the applications in mind
here, involving complex loading conditions and defor-
mation patterns, crack closure can take place and must

therefore be taken into account. In the present model,
it has been assumed that the crack closing path reverts
to the origin, implying that the entire crack width that

developed is recoverable, as illustrated in Fig. 23.

7. Numerical examplesÐInitial de®bration of wood

In this section some of the large number of numeri-
cal simulations on the initial de®bration of wood that

were performed will be presented and be compared
with experimental results. The basis for the simulations
was an experimental investigation, some of the results
of which are shown in Fig. 4.

In the ®nite element analysis, the problem was ana-
lysed as constituting a two-dimensional static problem
under plane strain conditions using an implicit inte-

gration scheme. The elements employed were four-
noded bilinear quadrilateral elements for the latewood
zones and three-noded linear triangular elements for

the earlywood. The tests indicated large deformations
to occur in the earlywood which was simulated by a
rate formulation based on the Jauman stress rate and
a logarithmic strain rate [17]. Triangular elements were

thus used for the earlywood zones since such elements
are relatively insensitive to large distortions. Crack el-
ements were introduced between the solid elements at

locations where large tensile and/or large shearing
stresses occurred. When the strength of the material
was reached, these elements captured the softening

behaviour of the material.
The steel that bounded the wood specimen was

modelled as rigid surfaces. Interface elements were

Fig. 23. Illustration of crack closure.

Fig. 24. Example of ®nite element models used in the simu-

lations.
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used to describe the contact forces between these rigid

surfaces and the wood. A Coulomb friction model was

employed, the coe�cient of friction between the steel

and the specimen being set to 0.25. The ®t of the speci-

mens between the steel plates was assumed to be per-

fect, a somewhat crude assumption if accurate

description of the contact forces is to be expected. The

gap between the steel grips was set to 0.1 mm, just as

in the experiments. Fig. 24 shows a typical ®nite el-

ement mesh used in the simulations.

In the following, various results of the numerical

simulations are presented and are compared with ex-

perimental results. Two di�erent specimen types are

described, the wood in the one being subjected to a

shear loading in the radial direction and in the other

to shear loading in the tangential direction. The defor-

mation and fracture processes predicted by the simu-

lations agree well with the experimental results, both in

the case of the dry and of the wet specimens. This can

be seen in Fig. 25 in which the simulated deformation

and fracture processes for various test series are com-

pared with the actual experimental processes for typi-

cal specimens in these test series.

The location of the fracture zones predicted by the

FE-simulations and the large deformations within the

earlywood appear to have been captured very well by

the modelling employed. Comparing the force±displa-

cement relations in the horizontal direction obtained in

the simulations with the corresponding experimental

curves indicates the agreement in terms of the shape of

the curves to be relatively good. The overall sti�ness in

the simulations is in general somewhat too high, how-

ever, and for the case considered in Fig. 25b the maxi-

mum load is reached at a lower shearing displacement

than in the experiments. These di�erences can partly

be explained by its being assumed in the simulations

that there is a perfect ®t of the specimen between the

steel plates. In most of the experiments there were cer-

tain small gaps between the specimen and the steel

plates present, due to di�culties in preparing speci-

mens of exactly correct dimensions. In addition, the

sti�ness may have been overestimated through use of a

somewhat too coarse ®nite element mesh consisting of

triangular elements.

Due to the large deformations, the complex beha-

viour of the material and the contact conditions pre-

sent, numerical di�culties might arise when

simulations of this character are performed. It was

thus not possible in all cases to fully predict the beha-

viour of the specimens during the complete course of

loading. However, the major characteristics of the de-

formation and fracture processes that occurred could

be surprisingly well predicted, consisting uncertainties

in about selecting proper material parameters.

8. Concluding remarks

In the present paper, both experimental and numeri-
cal work concerning the mechanical properties of cellu-

lar materials such as wood have been presented. The
experimental work involved both experiments at the
microstructural level and the testing of wood speci-

mens. Models of the micro®brils in the cell wall as well
as of the cellular structure of wood were developed

with the aim of determining the sti�ness and shrinkage
properties of wood. Numerical studies were also car-
ried out.

Models for determining the mechanical properties of
wood based on its microstructure were proposed. The

models concern the chain of properties extending from
the mechanical properties of the various chemical con-
stituents of the cell wall to the average mechanical

properties of a growth ring. Models of the micro®bril
were created with the aim of determining the proper-
ties of the various cell-wall layers. These models are

based on the geometry of the micro®bril and the prop-
erties of its constituents.

The experimental and modelling work in this study
can be extended in various ways. The present investi-
gation on homogenization focussed on the linear sti�-

ness and shrinkage properties. There are many other
important properties of wood, related to its plasticity,

fracturing, mechanosorption and other types of non-
linear material behaviour for which homogenization
theory can be applied. Further development of the

models should involve studies of these aspects of beha-
viour as well. Better knowledge of the geometry and
the mechanical properties of wood at both the micro-

structural level and the growth-ring level may be
needed in order to develop the present models further

for determining sti�ness and shrinkage properties. To
improve these models, better knowledge of the mech-
anical properties of the chemical constituents in the

micro®bril should likewise be gained. Since the micro®-
bril angles in the various layers of the cell walls di�er
and they may di�er in the radially and tangentially

oriented cell walls, experimental determination of these
angles is necessary to improve the models. In the pre-

sent model, the cells are assumed to be in®nitely long
in the longitudinal direction. A possible extension of
the models would be to include the end-caps of the

cells in the model. The degree of variation in the
shapes of the cells and in the density within the growth

ring are factors that are important to take into account
in modelling larger cell structures. In the growth-ring
model based on the cells being hexagonal, the cells are

assumed to be equal in width in the radial direction. A
more correct distribution of the widths of the cells in
this direction would provide more accurate results. It

would be of clear interest in the long run to determine
a more complete chain from the microstructural
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Fig. 25. Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental results. The solid curve depicts the experimental result and

the dashed curve the numerical result. (a) Loading in the tangential direction. (b) Loading in the radial direction. (c) Knife loading

in the tangential direction.
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properties to the properties of boards and planks.
Such models must also include such imperfections as

knots and ®bre deviations. The present study is seen to
represent a valuable step forward in the direction of a
more complete micro±macro modelling approach for

wood.
Another aim of this study was to obtain certain fun-

damental insight into the mechanics of the initial de®-

bration process. Simulations were performed in order
to discover material models appropriate for the com-
plex material behaviour observed in the experiments,

as well as to identify problems that can arise when nu-
merical simulations of this sort are performed. It can
be concluded that good agreement between the simu-
lations and the experiments was obtained using the

material modelling that was adopted. However, when
simulations of this kind are performed, numerical di�-
culties may arise due to the deformations being very

large, to local material instabilities or to contact con-
ditions. Material modelling is a key matter in perform-
ing de®bration simulations. The experiments indicate

the importance of taking account of di�erences
between earlywood and latewood. Unfortunately, little
experimental work has been carried out to determine

the mechanical properties of these two wood types sep-
arately. Due to the lack of experimental data, some of
the properties adopted could not be veri®ed experimen-
tally. Further experimental work is needed in order to

determine the elastic, plastic and fracture mechanical
properties of earlywood and latewood separately.
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